
Bakeneko, for OSE Advanced

Demihuman Class
Requirements: Minimum DEX 9, minimum INT 9
Prime Requisite: DEX and INT
Hit Dice: 1d4 (or as Thief)
Maximum level: 9
Armour: Leather, no shields (or as Thief)
Weapons: Any (or as Thief)
Languages: Alignment, Common, Eastern-Common, the secret language of Felines

In the legends of the far east, there are tales of cats which live to such an old age that they are
imbued with spiritual power. These cats, reborn with illusory powers into a humanoid form, are
called "bakeneko". Although they may appear human at first glance, their felinid features betray
their true nature. Although some bakeneko are known to be conniving man-eaters, most are
content to merely trick and beguile other humanoids—others still let their curiosity and mischief
lead them to far-off lands.
Bakeneko become adept in illusion magic as they age, and despite their humanlike appearance,
they also maintain the catlike agility of their former bodies. They often have chaotic tendencies,
though they do not have any alignment restrictions.

Prime Requisites: A bakeneko with at least 13 INT and DEX gains a 5% bonus to experience.
A bakeneko with at least 13 INT and 16 DEX gains a 10% bonus.

One such bakeneko and its terrifying illusion.



Arcane Magic
Magical Research: A bakeneko of any level may spend time and money on magical research.
This allows them to add new spells to their spell book and to research other magical effects.
When a bakeneko reaches 9th level, they are also able to create magic items.

Spell Casting: Upon reaching 2nd level, a bakeneko awakens to their latent magical aptitude
and creates a spell book. The level progression table shows both the number of spells in the
bakeneko's spell book and the number they may memorize, determined by the character's
experience level. Thus, a 2nd level bakeneko has one spell in their spellbook, selected by the
referee (who may allow the player to choose). The list of spells available to bakeneko is the
illusionist spell list).

Using magic items: As spellcasters, bakeneko are able to use magic scrolls of spells on their
spell list. They can also use any magical items permitted to thieves and illusionists.

Bakeneko Skills
Bakeneko can use the following skills, with chance of success shown in the accompanying
chart.
> Climb sheer surfaces (CS): A roll is required for each 100' to be climbed. If the roll fails, the
bakeneko falls at the halfway point, suffering falling damage.
> Hear noise (HN): In a quiet environment (e.g. not in combat), a bakeneko may attempt to
listen at a door or to hear the sound of something (e.g. a wandering monster) approaching.
> Hide in shadows (HS): Requires the bakeneko to be motionless—attacking or moving while
hiding is not possible.
> Move silently (MS): A bakeneko may attempt to sneak past enemies unnoticed.

Cat Fall
Because of their tendency to land gracefully, bakeneko can ignore the first ten feet of distance
fallen, or twenty feet upon reaching 5th-level, when determining falling damage.

Combat
To maintain their agile nature, bakeneko cannot wear armor heavier than leather armor and
cannot use shields. They may use any weapon.

Infravision
Bakeneko have infravision to 60'.



Nine Lazy Lives
Because of their near-supernatural ability to dodge death, bakeneko receive a +2 bonus to
saving throws involving instant-death effects (that is, effects that kill without a damage roll).
Additionally, although bakeneko only need as much sleep as a normal human, their nature
precludes them to snooze much more than they need to. Thus, a bakeneko receives a -2
penalty on saves to avoid effects that induce sleep and counts as having half their usual hit die
total (rounding down, minimum 1) when targeted with the sleep spell.

Raking Claws
When striking unarmed, bakeneko deal 1d4 damage with their claws.

Speak with Felines
Being cats themselves, bakeneko know the secret language spoken by felines—cats, lions,
tigers, and so on.

After Reaching 9th Level
Upon reaching 9th level, a bakeneko's tail splits into two, signifying their status as the most
powerful of cat spirits. They are able to build a shrine to themselves, usually secluded deep in a
forest or high on a mountain. Although such a shrine is not very physically-fortified, it is hidden
from foes by illusory magic, and thus cannot be found by enemies without the use of magic.
The shrine will attract a body of fanatical pilgrims (0-level men and 1st-level fighters), 1d4
1st-level clerics (priests) and one 2nd-level cleric (high-priest).

Rolling Skill Checks
Hear noise: Is rolled on a 1d6. If the roll is within the listed range of numbers, the skill
succeeds.
Other skills: Are rolled on d%, with a result less than or equal to the listed percentage
indicating success.

Player Knowledge
The referee should roll for hear noise, hide in shadows, and move silently on the player's behalf,
as the bakeneko does not immediately know if the attempt was successful. If a hide in shadows
or move silently roll fails, the referee knows that the thief has been noticed and should
determined enemies' actions appropriately.



Saving Throws Spells

Level Title XP HD THAC0 D W P B S 1 2 3 4

1 Yokai-neko 0 1d4 19 [0] 12 13 13 15 15 - - - -

2 Mamono-neko 2,500 2d4 19 [0] 12 13 13 15 15 1 - - -

3 Kaibyo 5,000 3d4 19 [0] 12 13 13 15 15 2 - - -

4 Bakeneko 10,000 4d4 19 [0] 10 11 11 13 12 2 1 - -

5 Kaibutsu-neko 20,000 5d4 17 [+2] 10 11 11 13 12 2 2 - -

6 Onmyoji-neko 40,000 6d4 17 [+2] 10 11 11 13 12 2 2 1 -

7 Kasha 80,000 7d4 17 [+2] 8 9 9 10 10 2 2 2 -

8 Raiju 150,000 8d4 17 [+2] 8 9 9 10 10 3 2 2 1

9 Nekomata 300,000 9d4 14 [+5] 8 9 9 10 10 3 3 2 2

Notes:
I am unsure how to adjudicate XP and saves, so I used OSE's half-elf for reference--good saves
seem to be the realm of the smaller folk, but I found the thief's saves to be too poor for
something as agile as a cat-person. As the half-elf is a fighter/magic-user with delayed spell
progression, and the bakeneko is a thief/illusionist with similar spell progression plus some
various bonuses, the same XP track seemed appropriate.
Spells do not advance to 5th level to not step on gnome's (or illusionist's) toes.
The ability to shapeshift into a cat was considered, but I think that might be overtuned.


